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OF MATRIX OPERATIONS’ 
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C’bmpurer Science Department, Stare Uniuersify of New York at Allmy. Albany, NY 12222, c’.S.A. 
Abstract. The recent progress in the asymptotic acceleration of matrix multiplication and of 
related matrix operations is Jurveyed. The techniques of trilincar aggregating and their applications 
to the abole problems and to the disproval,of the Direct Sum Conjecture over some rings of 
constants are presented in -me detail. 
1. Introduction 
In recent yeJrti stiiking progress was made in the study of the asymptotic time 
complexity of’ N x N matrix multiplication (MM) and inversion (MI) and of the 
evaluation of the determinant of an N x N matrix (Det) by straight-line arithmetic 
algorithms A( F, IV) that use constants from a given field F. The asymptotic time 
complexity of each of these problems is customarily measured by the exponent 
& = limN +a log f( F, N)/iog IV, where ?‘F, N) is the minimum possible number of 
arithmetic operations involved in an algorithm A( F, IV) that solves the given prob- 
lem. For all of the 3 problems and for all choices of the field F the obvious bounds 
are 2 d & s 3, the best bounds that are presently known are 2 d Pr_ < 2.496. Hereafter 
we will regularly omit the subscript F because at all times the same exponents were 
known for all fields F (and for all 3 problems). 
Fig. 1 (compare the list of references at the end of this paper) illustrates the history of 
the progress of the reduction of the known upper bounds (exponents) p. (We will use 
the notation p(r) in order to represent the best exponents known at time 7.) 
In the figure the arrows indicate the moments of the announcement of new 
exponents. For instance, the exponents 2.5 167, 2.5 161 and 2.496 were announced 
during 1980 soon after each other while the exponents 2,548 and 2.522 were 
;:nnounced at the Symposium on the Complexity Theory in Obcrwolfach 1979 on 
October 24 and 26, respective!y. These facts and the whole figure demonstrate how 
extremely rapid was the progress during 19784980. It was not clear at that time 
how different successful techniques of devising fast algorithms for matrix operations 
were related to each otht:r*. In some cases the progress was achieved merely via the 
appropriate combinatio;ls of the different techniques when they were better under- 
stood (see [16]). 
* The :esearch was supported b\: NSF Grant MCS 8203232. 
0304-3975/84/$3.00 @ 1984, Elsevier Science Publishers R.V. (Nofih-Holiand) 
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Fig. I. 
It seems important to have an assessment of the whole progress and particularly 
to have a relatively concise survey that would simultaneously contain a ~rn{fi~d 
treatment of all efficient techniques for fast MM and ~?owld explain how to arrive 
at the exponents 6e1ow 2.5. Our present paper is the only attempt ot such a survey 
so far. We supply rigorous proofs to the results (including the bound p < 2.5) but 
we r:ee our main goal in reflecting all most important ideas responsible for the recent 
progress. To achieve that goal, we relate those ideas to the simple basic cons:ruction 
from [I?] that introduced the techniques of trilinear aggregating (TA). Such an 
insight simplifies the study and reflects the actual historical process of the recent 
asymptotic acceleration of MM, Ml and Det, where that basic construction served 
as the springboard for some efficient techniques by Schiinhage, Coppersmith and 
Winograd and was used to accentuate t.he power of another technique due to Bini 
et al. (see more comments on that in [16, 191). On the other hand, today TA is 
u,nderstood much better and c8n be presented in a much simpler way than this was 
done initially in the first papers on the applications of TA (see [ 12, 131) even though 
the impact of the applications of TA has been growing (cf. [lo]). In addition to 
explaining how to derive the bounds p c: 2.5 for all F-?, we will also demonstrate the 
application of TA to the disproval of tht famous Direct Sum Conjecture (due to 
Strassen [25)) under the additional assurnption that F is allowed to be a ring with 
divisors of0. So far such a disproval has been given only over the class of h-algorithms 
( APA-algorithms) which looked somewhat artificial but we will extend the disproval 
to the customary class of bilinear algorithms. 
We tl~e the following order of presentation. In the next section we reduce the 
problem of asymptotically fast MM, Ml and ED to the design of trilinear decomposi- 
tions of a certain kind. Then we present an example of the application of TA to 
the design of a decomposition that detines nontrivial fast algorithms for MM and 
Disjoim MM:, that is, for the simultaneous evaluation of several matrix products. 
111 Se&on 3 we more closely concider I>isjoint !LlM and associated decompositions 
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of trilinear forms and their tensors. We reproduce the Direct Sum Conjecture about 
the ranks of the associated tensors and the theorem by Schiinhage about the 
relationship of such ranks with the exponents. In Section 4 we apply TA to the 
design of nontrivial A-algorithms and trilinear h-decompositions (compare APA- 
algorithms introduced in [3]) and use the results in order to reduce the exponents 
and to disprove the Direct Sum Conjecture over the ring of polynomials modulo a 
polynomial. (In Sections 3 and 4 we deviate from the chronological order for the 
sake of clarity. Actually, the importance of A-algorithms for fast MM was recognized 
earlier than the role of the Direct Sum Conjecture.) In Section 5 we reduce the 
exponents even further by applying linear transformation of the input variables of 
our previous design. In Sections 6 and 7 we show how the same design applied 
recursively leads to the exponents below 2.5. The results of those 2 sections appeared 
in [6] but our presentation is differen; and it clarifies the use of TA for the design 
of the asymptotically fastest known MM algorithms while in [6] the unnecessary 
transition back to the bilinear algorithms makes the essence of the design quite 
hard to grasp. Finally, in Section 8 we state some results on MM, MI and Det that 
naturally complement our presentation. 
The reader nay Gnd more detsils in our recent much more extensive and bulky 
survey [ 191. 
2. Reduction of the problems. The basic construction and an aggregating table 
The next theorem narrows our study to the case of MM. Actually, the study of 
the asymptotic time complexity of Boolean matrix multiplication and consequently 
of the numerous combinatorial computational problems is also reduced to the case 
of MM (see 173). 
Theorem 2.1. The exponents pF; of MM, MI and Det coincide with each other. 7he.v 
depend only on characteristic of F. 
(See Aho et al. [ 11, Baur and Strassen [2] and Borodin and Munro [5] for the 
proofs of the reduction of MM, !W and Det to each other (compare [12,24]). See 
[19] about the dependence of 63 = & on F.) 
Historically the progress in asymptotic acceleration of MM started with [24]. 
Since then the fast algorithms for MM have been sought within the following class. 
Definition 2.2. Let X = [x,,], Y = [J;~] be n x m and m x p matrices, xij, J;~ be 
indeterminates. An algorithm for MM is called bilinear if it successiveiy computes 
L,, = C,, f( i,j, q)x,, LL = & f(j, k, q)yik, then LyLb for 4 = 1,2, . . . , M, and finally 
the entries of XY as the linear combinations 
c f-” -~,,&r( = i _ f’(k, i. q)L,L& (1) 
i 4-l 
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Here J‘( i, j, q), f’(j, k, q), j”( k, i, q) are the elements of F. Multiplications L&L 
are called the main steps of the algorithm. 
Definition 2.3. The rank of m x n by n x p MM, PF( (m, n, p)) is the minimum number 
M of the main steps in all possible bilinear identities ( 1). 
It turns out that the construction of asymptotically fast algorithms for MM can 
be reduced to the design of a bilinear algorithm of a smaller rank for a problem of 
MM of a specific shape. 
Theorem 2.4 (see [ 121 or [9] and compare [24]). 
P-.’ f 
g.l.b.,v(logpF((N, N W/log N), bf# 1, _. 
t 3gA.b .,,rJI.Jlog PFW, n, Nlog mn(l), ‘nV # 1. 
Here g.1.b.J u) stands for the greatest lower bound on u = o(a). 
Now it ‘remains’ to find decompositions (1) wbicb for some N or for some m, 
n, p give as small values of the above quotients as possible. Actually, as we will see 
soon, it is easier to construct decompositions (1) using the equivalent trilinear 
version, 
(Multiply ( 1) by zh, and sum in order to obtain (2). Equate the coeficients of zh, 
for each pair (k, i) in order to come back to ( l).) 
Here and hereafter Tr A = x,, b,,,, designates the trace of a matrix B = [h,,,]. Z = [zL,] 
is the matrix of auxiliary indeterminates. So are the matrices U = [IQ], V= [QJ, 
W - [w,,] to be used in the foblowing basic design that we cited in the introduction 
icf. [ 1211 and that was the springboard of the progress in fast MM since 1978: 
Equating the coet?icients of zL, for all k, i and then of w,, for all i, _j we obtain a 
bilinear algorithm that evaluates all entries of the 2 independent matrix products 
KY) and UV involving II” + 3~‘. rather than the straightforward 2n’ multiplicrttions. 
In particular, set n = IO and obtain th;tt 2 products A’Y and C!V of 2 pairs of 
independent of each other IO x IO matrices can be computed in 1300 multiplications. 
while it is still not known even whether 700 m:lltiplical ,ons suffice for 10 x 10 MM 
or not. This motivates our further attempts to take some advantage of simultaneous 
tX~lu;ltioin of 2 or several independent (disjoint) matrix products. 
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Of course, we may immediately utilize the design (3) in order to derive an exponent 
below 3 if we set, say, m = n =p, W = 2. In that case the left-hand side of (3) turns 
into Tr( ABZ) where A is an p1 x (2n) matrix and B is a (2n) x n matrix, so that (3) 
defines a trilinear decomposition of the class (2) and consequently a bilinear 
algorithm (1) for n x(2n) by (2n) x n MM such that M = n3 +3n*. Therefore, the 
rank p&n, 2n, n)) s n3 +3n” for all n and all fields E An application of Theorem 
2.4 for n = 14 yields p(F) < 2.83 for all F. However, we will see in the next section 
that a smaller exponent can be derived directly from decomposition (3) without its 
reduction to the form (2). 
We will end this section by a brief discussion on the techniques of trilinear 
aggregating that we introduced by the design (3) and will use for devising other 
fast algorithms. It is convenient to associate the design with the following table. 
Aggregating Table 1. 
T, ?‘,h =h, 
“,I 4, b”I, 
- 
We mav consider Aggregating Table 1 for all i, j, k and derive from it the design 
(3 ). Namely, each term on the left-hand side of (3) (called a principal term j is 
obtained by the multiplication of the 3 en&s of the same row of the table (for 
appropriate i, j, k). Each term of the first group (xti + ujh- )(J$~ + uk;)( zki + wij) on the 
right-hand side of (3) is called aggregate. It is the product of the 3 factors. Each 
factor is the sum of all entries of 1 of the 3 columns of the table. The choice of 
Aggregating Table 1 c‘omplerely defines the principal terms and the aggregates. Table 
I has been chosen such that the sum of all principal terms is a trilinear form associated 
with the evaluation of given matrix products. It remains tc equate the sums of all 
principal terms and of all aggregates by adding (or subtracting) the cowedon terms 
that are just all cross-products of the table. The key idea of the whole construction 
is that the correction terms can be regrouped so that their sum is decomposed as a 
sum of comparatively few terms (3n’ in the design (3)). Aggregating Table 1 gives 
no explicit guidance on how to regroup the correction terms in the best way but 
the solution is straightforward in the considered case due to the special care taken 
of arranging the subscripts i, j. k in the table. 
Consider also the following table for illustration. 
Aggregating Table 2. 
_-. -- _-_-_-_.- -- 
% h rk Cl,, 
‘1,h h, H’,, 
-Thr .)‘t, =,k 
-- 
1 he latter table is associated with the evaluation of three independent matrix 
products ,U, UV and XY using only n’ aggregates if all matrices have n X n sbaqe 
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The best regrouping oi the correction terms is not at all straightforward in that case. 
However, it is possible to indicate regrouping such that the resulting decomposition 
12) defines the exponent p < 2.78 for all F (see [ 16, 17, 191). We call the trilinear 
aggregation of pairs and triplets of terms 2-Procedure and 3-Procedure, respectively. 
In this paper we will not g<> into the details of the 3-Procedure represented by Table 
2 because after some successful nontrivial improvements of the 2-Procedure of the 
design (3) we will finally reduce the exponent below 2.496 for all fields F while the 
similar improvements of the 3-Procedure reduce the exponent only to 2.5 160.. . 
(see [ 193). 
3. Disjoint Matrix Multiplication and the exponents 
Let us study the class of the algorithms for the evaluation of several matrix 
products which can be conSidered a generalization of the algorithm (3). The useful- 
hess of that class has been’demonstrated in [23]. 
Notation. Let (m, n, p) designate the tensor of the coefficients of the trilinfar form 
(2) associated with m x n by n xp ?.?bI Let I -=@ (m(s), n(s), p(s)) (where s ranges . 
from 0 to S - 1 and where S is a given positive kteger) designate the clirecr sum of 
S tensors (m(s), n(s), p(s)). that is, the tensor of the trilinear form 
L, Tr( X(s) Y( s)Z(s)) associated with the problem of simultaneous evaluation ot 
S indeperdmt matrix products X(s) Y(s), for s = 0, ii,. . . , S - 1. We will call such 
;1 problem Disjoint MM following [23] where we also borrow the notation. Identities 
(21 and (3) represent 2 homomorphic mappings of tensors over a field Ir: that is, 
Here each term of the right-hand sides of (2) and (3 1 is represented by the tensor 
{ I, I, I). We write SC:? r for the direct sum of S copies of H tensor I. The aho\ e 
notation and many of the subsequent statements and concepts can be applied to 
arbitrary three-dimensional tensors, not r,ecessarily associwd with MM or Disjoint 
MM. 
Definition 3.1. The minimum RI in roll homomorphic mappings I .- : M v (I, I, I} 
ow- the tield F for tensor t is called the rwk 01.t and is designate4 by IQ. i I ). 
I)efinition 3. I generalizes Definition 2.2, so that the ranks of MM and Disjoint 
MM are defined as the ranks of the tensors of the associated trilinear forms. In 
particular, for S = 1, Definition 3. I is reduced to Definition 2.3. 
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The next 2 relations obviously hold for all tensors r, t’ over all fields E (They 
also hold even if F is allowed to be a ring.) 
P~(tOt’)spc;tt)py;(t’), (6) 
( t 0 f’ designates the tensor product of t by t’). 
Tensors I= <I, n, n) and t” = (n, I, I) for all n > I give examples where (6) is a 
strict inequality. TPle Direct Sum Conjecture (DSC), due to Strassen [25], states that 
(7) must be always equality. DSC is still open. However, if one allows to use 
constants from the rings of polynomial:. modulo a fixed polynomial rather than 
from a field, then the conjecture can be disproved; see Remark 4.4. (The first formal 
counterexample appeareld in [ 14, Remark on p. 371 even though DSC was not studied 
in that paper. The design of that one and of all other known counterexamples to 
DSC rely on the techniqu’es of trilinear aggregating.) 
Let us demonstrate how fast recursive algorithms can be constructed starting with 
;rt’r algorithm (mapping of tensors) for Disjoint MM. 
For nt = rt = p, (3) defines the following mapping 
Note that Ir is integer foIr all n. If DSC were true, then (8) would imply that 
(n, n, n)+:hCI(l, 1, 1,. Then by Theorem 2.4, 
p =z log h/log II for all n, for all I-1 (9) 
For II = 13 this implies p < 2.81 I. 
Let us obtain that bound even without DSC Multiplying (8) by the trivial mapping 
(n, n, n)+ : (n, n, n) (10) 
and then substrtuting (8) at the right-hand side, we obtain that 
(11’. 11’. n+:20(n-‘, n’, n’)~:h0(20(n, n, n))+: h‘0(20(1. 1, 1)). 
Continue the multiplication of the resulting mappings by ( 10) and the substitution 
of (8). After u steps, apply Theorem 2.4. For u growing to w this implies the bound 
to) (independent of DSC). 
Generalizing this approach we come to the following result [23]. 
Theorem 3.2. Let the next equation in or) be associated with the r:ensqr t = 
@, (m(s), u(s), p(s)>. C, (m(s)n(s)p(s))“‘=p(t). Let o* he thegreatest lower bound 
on the real roots of such equations for al! positive integers S, m(s), n(s), p(s), 
s=o. I,.. *, S - 1, such that m(O)n(O)p(O) f 1. Then p G 3w*. 
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For S = 1, Theorem 3.2 turns into Theorem 2.4. The upper bound of Theorem 3.2 
would easily follow from Theorem 2.4 if DSC were true but may be deduced even 
independently of DSC (as in our previous example). 
Outline of Proof (compare Pan [19]). Given the following mapping, 
0 (m(s), mJw>+ : p(e (m(s), n(s), P(s))) W, LO* (11) 
S S 
Combine the tensorial powers v of the mapping ( 11) with the trivial mappings of 
tensors into their subtensors and deduce the following mappings; 
QO(M, Iv, P)= (30 @(m(S), nW,p(s)Y“““’ ( \ > 
= Rcql, 1, 1) 
for all V, V(S), Q such that Q is one of the coefficients of a polynomial expansion, 
Here 
M = 11 (m(.s)y’(‘), Iv = 11 (n(s))““‘, P= [I fp(sy’. 
\ \ \ 
R = y ‘& (u?(Y), n(s), p(s)) cc . I’ \ ) 1 . 
The latter sequence of two mappings results in the mapping 
QC!(M, Iv, P>+: RO(I, I, I), (12) 
where Q, M, IV, f, R depend on v and on its representation as 1, V(S). Thus the 
problem has been reduced to the case S - I where one may apply the approach 
that we used to derive (9). The roots o( v 1, v = ( v( 0). . . . , v( S - I )) of the associated 
equations of ( 12) converge to the root of the associated equation of ( 1 I ) if 11 grows 
to ,Y and if V(S) are appropriately chosen. El 
4. A-algorithms (APA-algorithms) 
The power of the design (3) can be further enhanced by combining it with the 
;ipplication of A-algorithms (APA-algorithms) introduced in [3,4]. To demonstrate 
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that approach, we consider the following identity: 
,Fk (-$.Yjkzki + ttjkLikiW,jj) = Tr( XYZ) +Tr( UVW) . . 
l 
‘J’ k 
Below we give the table associated with (13). 
.i,k i 
(13) 
Aggregating Table 3. 
Identities 0 1 and ( 13) coiniide with each other for A = I. If h converges to 0, then 
so do also the terms of the Lst sum in ( 13). Assume that such O-terms can be ignored 
and that ( 13) defines the napping 
b, 14 pPN7, p. m) c-:(mnp+mn +np)Q(l, I, 1). 
Theorem 3.2 applied to the latter mapping for UI = p = 7, n = 1 would imply that 
p < 2.67. (14) 
Such a bound can be justified for arbitrary field F after studying the next class of 
identities modulo A ‘+’ where d is a nonnegative integer (compare (2)), 
A”T(X, Y, Z) = F L&,L~ mod Ad+‘. 
q- I 
Here T = a(X, Y, Z) is.a trilinear form in {x,,}, {y,& {z,,} and L,, Lb, L I: katisfy the 
formulae of Definition 2.2 and of (2). However, it is assumed that now the coefficients 
.I: j”, j”’ do not necessarily belong to the original field F but are taken from the ring 
F = E( F, A“ “) of the polynomials in A modulo hn ‘I over F. The minimum M in 
all identities ( 15) for all d 2 0 for a given trilinear form T = T(X, Y, Z) is called 
the ho&~ rmk of the tensor t = t( T) of the coefficients of T. The border rank of z 
is designated o(t). (Obviously, p(t) 2 p( 1). Indeed, consider the case d = 0 in ( 15)) 
Identity ( 15) can also be associated with a mapping of tensors. We use the 
followr’ng notation for such a mapping, 
A‘%f(?-) 7 : MCl(l, 1, 1). 
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d is calle4 the degree of mapping ( 16). We will also define pE (A d 0 I( T)), the rank 
of the tensqr A” 0 t( T) = t( A”T) of the trilinear form h”T over the ring E = 
E( F, A ‘.‘I) as the minimum M in all possible decompositions ( 16) over E for fixed 
T and d. 
Example 4.1. Multiply ( 13) by A and obtain a particular case of the identity (15) 
where d = I. In this case the associated tensorial mapping is 
A Qih n, p)@(n, p, m>) z :(mnp+mn +np)0(1, 1, I), E = It,(F, A). 
(17) 
Given two mappings, ( 16) and the following one, 
h”‘Q t( T’) z, : M’Q( 1, 1, l), E’= E( F, Al”+‘). 
Then one may multiply them tagether and derive their tensorial product 
A "+"'9(t(T)@t( T’)) ;7, : MCI M’O(1, I, I), E”= E(F, A”‘““). 
Similarly, one may generate the vth tensorial powers of mapping (16) where the 
degree grows linearly in v while M grows exponentially in u, so that for the power 
v they take the values vd and M “, respectively. 
b 
Lemma 4.2 (cf. [4]). Given mapping ( 16). tkw the conventiord mapping over F cnn 
be derivecl, 
M* = p&i}), i w 
(To prove Lemma 4.2, reduce the trilinear identity associated with mapping ( 16) 
back to a bilinear algorithm by equating the coetkients of the variables zv for all 
y. To perform an arithmetic operation of that algorithm in E( F, AC’ ’ ), manipulate 
with the coefficierits of polynomials in A (the coefkients are in FL Count the 
number of the main steps of the resulting bilinear algorithm in F.) 
It is kno\+n that 
Applying ( W-(20) to the high tensorial powers of the mapping ( 16) and then 
using Theorem 3.2 w: obtain that the border rank can be used at the place of the 
coni entional ra 71\ : Thtorem 3.3 [31. 
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Theorem 4.3. Theorem 3.2 holds even if in its statement the border rank p(t) = 
~(0% (m(s), nis), p(s))j substitutesfor the rank p(t) =p(@, (m(s), n(s), p(s)>). 
The bound ( 14) follows from the mapping ( 17) for ~3 = p = 7, n = 1 and Theorem 
4.3. 
Remark 4.4. The mapping ( 17) for m = p 2 3 and n = I defines counterexamples to 
DSC. Indeed, !et t = A O(m, 1, m), t’= ACl~l,m,m), ma3. Then, by (17), P&O 
1’) s m” + 2m. On the other hand, using the well-known method of active operations- 
basic substitution (see [I I], or [S], or [I 0])-it is not hard to show that pE ( t) = 
pL (t’) 2 m’. If m 2 3, then m2 +2m < 2m’. 
In the next section we will refine the 2-Procedure applying a linear transformation 
of the input variables. (The l.atter idea rather frequently turned out to be successful 
in the study of MM starting with [ 121; compare [6,8, 17,231.) 
5. Schiinhage’s modification of 2-Procedure 
Note that tne bound 2.67 ‘was obtained from ;he design ( 13), (17) in the case 
where n c= 1. Then j = 0 is fixeci and Aggregating Table 3 can be rewritten as follows: 
Table 4. 
----- 
s .,,r IO 
4lA AL’h, 
-- 
AZ,, 
‘VW 
Table 5. 
my, 0 I’()& h ‘.v &hl 
h “0 I, A l’hr w IO 
.---_ __ 
Table 5 is obtained from Table 4 (by multiplying uOk and hzkj by h). The grouping 
of the correction terms remains the same as for Aggregating Tables 1 and 3. 
The next step is the transition to the following table and to the associated trilinear 
identity below. 
Agpgating Table 6. 
- ------ ---- --_-_ _- 
x 2.7 II) ?‘(,A A -A1 
hrr t1.1.1 hc A.l.lJ “‘( !I 
--.-_. _. . . -_ ___._ ________.__ * 
(21) 
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Here iT k range from 0 to m - 1, p - 1 respectively. xi,k Uo,~iD~i,oW~ 
i X mp X 1 MM. (TO see this, designate UO,i+mk = U(),k,i, Ili+mko= U~J,O~) 
Next, ass?rme that UO,i,k, Uk,i,() are not all indeterminates but that they 
next linear equations, 
m - ! m-l 
c uO,k_i = 0, UO,k,O = - c U 0,k.i for all k, i-0 is I 
p-1 P--l 
c vk,i,O = 0, V0,i.O = - c 2)k.i.O for all i. k-0 /,._I 
represents 
satisfy the 
(22) 
(23) 
Then the number of correction terms in (2 1) decreases (to 1). We also introduce 
the following complementary equations of (22) and (23), 
u~,(,,~ = 0 for all k, (24) 
u(~,(),~ = 0 for all i. (25) 
Substitute (22)-(25) in (2 1) and assume that all variables II, v, \v, X, _v, z are 
indeterminates except for those uo,k,i and vk.i.0 where i = 0, or k = 0, or i = k = 0. 
(The latter variables are defined by (22)-(29.) Then it is immediately verified that 
theleft-handsideof(21)turnsintothetensorh’O((m, l,p)O(l,(m-l)(n-11, I)). 
Therefore, the trilinear identity is represented by the following mapping of tensors: 
AQ((m, l,p)0(l,(m-l)(p--l), 1)): :(tnp+l)e(l, l,l), (26) 
where E = E( F, h ‘) for an arbitrary field E 
Application of Theorem 4.3 to the mapping (26) for m = p = 4 yields the bound 
p <-I 2.548. 
6. Recursive applicatiou of trilinear aggregating. Example 
Further improvements come if one applies the latter design as the basis of a 
special recursive construction. In this section we will illustrate the general construc- 
tion by describing its first step in some detail. (The readers, if they wish, may skip 
such an illustrative part and go directly to a more formal presentation in the next 
section.) A different application of the recursive trilinear aggregating can he found 
in /18]. 
Consider the tensorial square of the mapping (26). 
AJi_.!i(m’, I, p1)@2<:>(r11, (m - l)(p-- I), p} 
Represent the latter mapping by the next table where the importance of the 
variables in the last line is emphasized by using the spekrl lmtation for them, u, L:, 
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IV. We also write the subscripts i, i’, k, k’ on the same line with the variables and 
in a slightly modified order in order to simplify the tibservation. 
Aggregating Table 7. 
x’“‘( i i’, 0) 
Ax’ ’ ‘(i, i’, k’) 
Ax'"'(i', i, k) 
L ‘;[!I, i, k, i’, k’) v. 
y’“*‘(O, k, k’) 
A_$’ Vi’, k’, k) 
Ay' “‘( i, k, k’) 
h’)c( i, k., i’, k’, 0) 
A4P( k, k’, i, i’) 
A%“‘( k, i) 
j&+2’{ k’, j’) 
w(O, 0) 
As in the case of the identity (21), reduce the number of correction terms by 
requiring that 
c X’ I’( i, i’, k’) = x x”( i’, i, k) = c ,(I’( i’, k’, k) 
I’ i k’ 
= C y”‘( i, k, k’) = 0, 
h 
(27) 
)(‘)(O, k’, k) = ~"'(0, k, k') = x”)( i, i’, 0) = x’“(i’, i, 0) = 0 
for all i, i’, k, k’. 
Also impose simrlar requirements on the u-variables and u-variables. We omit 
their explicit presentation here because we wZI modify them later on. 
In order to group the correction terms in this case, use aggregating. More 
specifically, group the correction terms of Table 7 into the aggregates of the 3 
following tables (which are obtained from Table 7 by the substitution of zeroes for 
some of the entries, so that all principal terms of the 3 new tables equal 0). 
Table 8 (for all i, k 1. 
-.--_____ ---- 
0 
_ --.. _-_-_-----__- 
5 .Y ” ‘( i, i’. 0) 
-- 
2 _P(O, k, k’) 0 
h 
0 -.t 2-t 1 I( 1: i, 
\, 
A \,: y“? k, k’) 1, 0 
h’ 
0 -w(O, Cl) 
____-_ __- -_I_ ____-______- 
Table 'I (for all I', k'). 
-_-.^_ ______--I_--_-__.~_---- 
\,:r ""(0, k, k') 0 
A 2: y( I’( i’, k’, k 1 0 
I. 
0 -h;z”‘( i(.‘, i’f 
0 -w(O,O) 
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Table 10. 
:, s”“( i, i', 0) c yqo, k, k’) 0 
h,h’ 
0 0 w(O, 0) 
NOW observe that the last lines of all 3 latter tables are represented by the same 
triplets [O, 0, ~(0, 0)] or [O, 0, - ~(0, O)] and replace those lines by the more ‘efficient’ 
lines [iA’u(O, h), A*u( h, 0), *w(O, 0)] in all 2mp + I instances of the 3 tables. Note 
that the last line of Table 7 also takes the same form. (We assume that h is allowed 
to be either a parameter, or a pair, or a triplet, or a 4-tuple of parameters.) The 
modified bottom lines in all four tables define 1 x Q by Q x 1 MM, where Q = 
m’p’+2mp + I - u is the number of indeterminates among u-variabtes and r+vari- 
abies, v is the total number of equations in u-variables and u-variables required in 
order to cancel the correction terms of the form UJCZ, U_VM’, xuz, xuw. It turns out that 
the terms of the form UJJZ and .YUZ can be cancelled without imposing any cancelling 
equation on U- and u-variables, by just changing some powers of A in ‘Tables 7-10 
which should be modified as shown in Tables 1 l-14. 
Table I I (compare Table 7). 
_ _. - __ _~-.-.~-------_-- _.--_I-___ - 
s ‘I”( i, i’. 0) pyo, k, k’) A ‘z”“( It, k’. i, i’l 
Ax’ ’ ‘( i, i’. k’) hy’ ’ ‘( i’, k’, k ) A ‘z’ ‘(k. i) 
hs”‘( i’, i, k I h,P( I, k, k’) p$J’: A’, j’) 
A ‘id((), i, k, i’, k’l h’r‘( i, k, i’, k’, 0) w(O, 0 I 
_ _ - _ -..__.. -_.- -- --_._.-. _- --__..-- _---.--_-- . . . --- -- .---. -- - --.-.- ------ --- 
Table I2 (wmpare Table S). 
_ - _.._._. - -.-_ -_..---.- .-_- __..-- _ __.. - .--- - .._.-_ - -_ - ---- - -- 
\’ _ \““(i. i’, 0) \‘ \*““( 0, k, I,’ ) 0 
, r 
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Table 14 (compare Table IO). 
x .d i, i’. 0) 1 _P(O, k, k’) 0 
1.1’ h,h. 
A h(O, 0) A h(O, 0) dO,OI 
In order to cancel the correction terms of the form uyw(O,O) and xuw(O,O), it is 
sufficient o consider those terms as linear forms in the x-indeterminates and the 
y-indeterminates al:d equate all coefficients of such linear forms to 0. The factor 
w(O,O) can be ignored in those equations, so that it is suficient to introduce 
u = 1X1+ 1 YI linear equations in u- and u-variables. Here 1X1= 
m’+2m(m-1)(p-l), ~Y~=~2+2~(m-l)~p-1) are the total numbers of all x- 
indeterminates and all _Gndeterminates, respectively. (To verify the above formulae 
for 1x1 and 1~1, t’ es rmate the total numbers of the linearly independent equations 
in the x-variables and in the y-variables among (27) and (28) and subtract those 2 
numbers from the total numbers of x-variables and g-variables, respectively.) 
Therefore. 
and we obtam the following mapping: 
AV]t’ t - t .(mp+l)%(l, 1, l}, E=E(F,P), (29) 
1’==(fG, l,~~~~~2~((m,(m-l)(p-l),p)O(l,(m-l)~(p-l)’+2mp, 1)). 
(30) 
Note that the tensorirrl square of (26) differs from mapping (29), (30) only in the 
terms (1,s. l}, where s=(m- 1 )‘( p - 1)’ in the former mapping and s = 
( m - I)‘( p - 1)’ +2mp in the latter one. Therefore, using (29) and (30), we should 
improve the exponent. Indeed, combining (29) and (30) for m = p = 3 with Theorem 
3.3 implies that 
p 5 2.5198 . * . for all E (31) 
In the nevt section we will continue recursive aggregating along this line in order 
to reduce the exponents below 2.5. 
7. Final improverlent of the exponents 
In this section we will repeat the recursive construction of the 2 previous sections 
starting with the ,;eneral decomposition ( 15) rather than with the specific ones, that 
is, (21), and its tensorial square. The reader may use our previous study in Sections 
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5 and 6 fc;r motivation. Start with the tensorial mapping 
A” O(t@(l, H, 1)) ; : MO(1, 1, I), E = E(F, P’), Ha 1. (32) 
For convenience write also the associated A-decomposition and Aggregating Table 
15: 
2 T( x, Y, 2) + : 
r,: I 
U()~,U~~()W()() mod Ad+’ = 
where 
hf 
t = t(T), A”T(X, Y, 2) mod A”l” = x L,(X)L:,( Y)Lt(Z), 
‘I- I 
Table IS. 
.---.----- --_--___ ___. _ ___ 
LJ x 1 L:,c Y) fJ%) 
I,,( 1: 1 I:,( 1’1 )1‘,,,, 
(33) 
Here L,,( N 1, I_:,( Y), LIi( Z), (,,( Li), I:,( V) are linear functions in the vxiables 
from the se!s X, Y, Z, U, V, respectively. We assume that the set of all variables is 
partitioned into those five subsets and the set { w,,,,} that consists of the single variabk 
\I’ IIll. 
Note that if H 2 1, ihen 
11 
\,: r,,(srL:,( Yh,,,,- 0 mod A” ‘I. 
ii ’ 
(34) 
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Follow;n~ - ““6 Gtii previous line we shall call the terms (L, + A d%oy)( L& +A d+’ uyo) 
(A ““Lo + wm) aggregates, A d+2 L,LbCi and A’” +2~~Oq~qOwOo principal terms and all 
other terms in (35) correction terms. 
Note that the same number of aggregates is associated with each of Tables 15 
and 16. The second line of Table I6 defines a 1 x M by A4 x I matrix product. 
Note that comparing with (33) the identity (35) contains additional correction 
terms. It may pay to use them if H < M. However, we will investigate the impact 
of canceling all correction terms by imposing some relations on u,, t’,, 9 = 1, . . . , M. 
Substitute 
into the expicssions for all correction terms of (35) except for -C, L&,w~,~~. Then 
the sum of the correction terms will be rewritten ti3 Collows: 
-A ” +’ x f C_p(p, y)z.+ _Q+~,,,, mod A’? 
> C’ \ ‘1 
This suggests imposing 
(compare (22) and (2?)), 
the following linear relations on the variables uoy, L:,(~ 
for all cy. 
for all p. 
(36) 
(37) 
Such relations cancel all correction terms but -xy L,IL:,~oo. 
Designate the number of indeterminates N,, and yiu in the identity (35) by 1x1, 
I l’[, respectively. Then there are 1X1+ 1 YI equatior :: in (36) and (37). 
Express 14~,~,~:,, qr, /,,(,, g = 1, . . . , 1 YI, h = 1, . . . , 1x1 through other variables uoy 
and L’+) to assure (36) and (37). Impose also complementary linear relations uO,, = 0, 
1’ TO = 0 for appropriate p and c; so that after the substitution of all above expressions 
forI lr-variables and l,-variables the sum x,“_., uoy~qo~~~o turns into tk trilirtear form 
for 1 x Q by Q x 1 MM and Q is maximized. Note that Q z M --IX1 - 1 YI, SO that 
we obtiain the mapping 
A 2d+3fi(t@(l, M-1X1-IYI, 1)) + :(M +p)O(l, 1, l), (38) E* 
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where E*=-E(F,h Zd+3), p is the minimum number of terms in all A-decompositions 
of zy”l-, L,(X)Lb( Y) woo mod nZd+? 
This study can be applied to the 2 mappings (26) a ; (29), (30) which are 2 
particular cases of the mapping (32). In those 2 cases we come to p = 0 or equivalently, 
to the equation 
(39) 
Note that (39) is stronger than (34). In such cases where (39) holds or equivalently, 
p = 0 (38) improves -over (32) whenever H < M - 1X1- 1 YI. 
Sukmarizing we have the following result. 
Lemma 7.1. Given trilinear h-decomposition (33) ; then Table 16 and linear equalions 
(36) i;nd !37) dqfine h-decomposition (38). [f (39) holds, then p = 0 in (38). 
The next step is the recursive application of Lemma 7.1 to tensorid! squares of 
(38). Indeed, the tensorial square of (38) can be represented in the form (32), 
,C”0(1’@(1, H’, lb) ;, : M’@(l, 1, I), E’= E(F, A”‘+‘), (40) 
!‘=r 1 %EOt@(l, M- Ixl-11’1, I), 
H’==(M-1X1-IYI)‘, M’ z_. /l/f?, d’ = 4d +6. 
Therefore, we may apply Lemma 7.1, where we substitute t’, H’, M’, d’ for 1, H, 
M, d, respectively. 
Let us construct a series of A-decompositions applying Lemma 7.1 recurskely, 
starting with the A-decomposition (2 1’) for m = p = 3. As is easily verified and could 
be expected, the first application yields exactly the mapping (291, (30) for IPI =f II= 3 
and consequently the exponent (3 1). (Note that in this case (39) holds.) Continuing 
we may note that at each step (39) also holds, consequently, p - 0 and applications 
of Lemma 7.1 and Theorem 4.3 yield new improvements of the exponents. However, 
the improvements rapidly slow down and practically end slightly below 2.5. Later 
in this section we will examme why (39) holds ;it all steps. 
Right now we present some numerical account of the improvements. (For sim- 
plicity we bill not specify the degrees of the extensions k ot I”:) 
For VI = p = 3, (2 I ) defines the mapping 
l’hc tensori square of that mapping is 
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Application of Lemma 7.1 yields the mapping 
A’“0((9, 1,9)020(3,4,3)0(1,34, I)); : lOOO(I, 1, i). 
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(41) 
The associated bound is 
pg2.5198... for all Gelds F. 
Similarly, for the tensorial square of (4l), that is, for 
h’“G((81, i, !U)@40(9,16,9)0(1, 1156, 1) 
040(3, 136,3)040(27,4,27)02~~(9,34,9)) + : lOOCOO(1, 1, I), 
E 
application of Lemma 7.1 yields some improvement. Namely, the term (1,3334, 1) 
substitutes for (I, 1156, I). ‘I’hen the exponent is further improved an5 we have 
p d 2.4998 . . . . 
The next recursive steps along this line yield the exponent p < 2.4978, 
The improvements rapidly SICW down. Some modifications of that process yield 
slightly better exponents so that @ < 2.495 . . . for all fields F (see more details of 
such a numerical refinement of the exponent in [6]). 
Finally, we ct.,ntzc.it how to guarantee (39). 
Lemma 7.2, ?.vi, under the conditions of Lemma 7.1, (39) hold and 
x L,,(x)l;,( V)=X r-g Y)l,(U)=O. (42) 
(I ‘I 
Then (39) and (32) hold for the tensorial square (40) of the mapping (38). 
Proof. It is convenient to prove Lemma 7.2, using Aggregating Table 17 for the 
trilinear identity associated with the mapping (40). The table is derived as the 
tensorial square of Table 1, with the subsequent multiplication of the entries by 
appropriate powers of A. 
Table 17. 
.______________ 
-a_A--_____ ---- 
L 
‘1.1’ K,.,, 
h?‘f’ c-l L:;,, 
.f *I 
A &.,I A 11 tt I, h c,.,, A “ ““li 
A 
<I *I 
4.,~ A 
,I’+1 I .I 
‘I./’ 
A” “C 
?./ t2 
A ‘w 
.‘a! t 2 
A c4./a “‘I II I 
- - - - .- __ _.__ ___ _--___ 
The tensors of the entries of Table 17 are the tensorial products of the tensors of 
the corresponding entrie:, of Aggregating Table 15. For instance, 
1: L‘,.,,) = I( L,(x))@ t( L,(X)), t(K,,) = ~U&WMl,Wi), 
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Then it is tasy to verify that the sums in 4, p of all cross-products of columns I 
and 2 of Table ;7 equal 0 (and this implies Lemma 7.2). For instance, consider the 
51.~11 &., &,+f& Designate that 
i 
Here we use the notation arr,y, h,, for the new variables. Then 
This is equal to 0 because (42) for the initial decomposition implies that 
L‘, h(q, a)g’( q, 8) = 0 for all (Y, 6 (and also that x,, g( p. y)h’( p. /3) = 0 for all I., p). 
(Similarly check for other cross-products. For some of them use (42). for q!her ones, 
such as Lq,J&,, use (39), both for the initial decomposition.) i:! 
It follows from Lemma 7.2 that if (39) and (42) hold for the initial decmposition 
* (21 ), then those equations can be ev.; ended to the subsequent decompositions 
obtained in the recursive construb coon. Actually, only (39) needs be verified for f 2 I ) 
(that verifica,$ion is easy)_ Ilecause (42) for (21 1 follows from (36) and (X’), compare 
(22) and f 2_% 
8. Some additional comments 
(a) The asymptotically fatest known algorithms for M hl are among the worst 
ont’~ for N x N MM unless N is enormously large (the intensive use of recursion 
for the desi,gn of those algorithms means r;lpid increase of the size of the problem 
(see [ 191 folr the best algorithms in the c:w of modewte N )). 
(l-d All asymptotically fast algorithms for N x N MM :rlwa\~ can be performed 
in O( N’) storaj;q space (see [ 18, IV]). 
(c) PH (the exponent over the Celd K of real numbers) also defines the asymptotic 
bit-operation cdmplexity of MM, MI, ED. More specificall>, we have the following 
result (see [ 191). 
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an upper bound on the norm of lhe output error matrix. Let E > 0 be arbitrary ~(9) 
be the number of bit operations required to multiply 2 integers modulo 2y, T( q; = 
O(q log q log log q) (see [IO]). 7hen 0( NP+’ ~(log (cc”/ E))) bit operations ufice in 
order to solve the problems MM, MI, ED in the case of N x N matrices where /3 = &, 
R is the jeld of real numbers ; k = 2 in the case of MM, k s 3 in the case of M 1, k = N 
in the c*ase qf ED. (The bound p on the norms qf the inverse matrices is not needed 
in the cases of MM and ED.) !t; in addition, log ( p’p/ E)/ NP-2+F + 00 as N + 00, 
then O( N’ log ($/(~EJ))?(log (N&)/log (Np”) bit operations ufice for the solu- 
tion of N simultaneous linear equations with N unknowns. Here II’ is the bound on 
the norm sf the vector of the right sides sf the giuen equations. 
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